
A Walk in the „Wall-Anlagen“ – the eldest park of Bremen.  

 

This cache leads you to the „Bremer Wallanlagen“. You have to answer questions at every  

station to find the following waypoints and the final, in the end.  

Have fun.  

Four notes:  

1.) I have left out the letters „I“ and „O“ to avoid them being mistaken as „1“ and „0“ – so  

please don’t be surprised about that.  

2.) If there is a letter like „Ä“, „Ö“ or „Ü“ to be found in the answers there are two options. 

If the sum of the letters is needed, they count as two letters (Ä = ae, Ö = oe, Ü = ue, ß = ss). 

If the amount of letters is asked for, they count as one letter.  

Example: Kangaroo (in German Känguruh) … 

- amount of letters = 8 

- sum of letters = 106 (11+1+5+14…)  

3.) Where there is no arithmetic operator, no calculation is needed, just us the specific 

value.  

4.) IMPORTANT: Due to the final location this one is NOT a night-cache. Please leave your  

torch-light at home and only search for this cache, when daylight is still sufficient. One star  

of D-rating is for getting hold of the final without being noticed.  

 

Ok, here we go…  

Off to the starting coordinates (WP01)  

Here you will find an animal, placed on pedestal. Which one?  

The sum of the letters is AB  

  



WP 02: 53° 04.(A+B)(B+1)(2xA) und 008° 48.(A/2)B7  

You are in front of bust of a person who was important for the “Wallanlagen”. Take the 

years of his birth and death and build the digit sum, which is CD  

 

WP 03: 53° 04.(2xC)A(B/2) und 008° 48. CC(A+B+D)  

From this point you can see a duck’s house in the water. What is it’s main colour?  

(Option for the winter-time: What is the colour of the wooden cross of the windmill (not  

white)?) The sum of the letters is EF  

 

WP 04: 53° 04. (B+D)0D und 008° 48.BDE  

You stand in front of a sculpture. What is depicted here? … and …  

The amount of letters (without “and”) is G  

 

WP 05: 53° 04.BFD und 008° 48.(E+A)DE  

Again you stand in front of a sculpture. What is it’s name? The amount of letters is H  

 

WP 06: 53° 04.E(H+A)(2xD) und 008° 48.HHF  

ATTENTION: It is two questions to solve here!  

1.) How many bronze plagues are to be found embedded here (between entrance and 

exit)?  

Their amount is J  

2.) How many blocks build the socket of the „Ägina“? (have a close look)  

Their amount is K  

 

WP 07: 53° 04.KG(B+F) und 008° 48.(J+D)D(F/3)  

What is the name of the village commemorated here?  

The amount of letters is L  



WP 08: 53° 04.KEE und 008° 48.G0G  

Now it’s getting tricky and I hope you’re not getting dizzy. Count the numbers of peaks of 

the fence  

(including the door). The digit sum is M  

 

WP 09: 53° 04.(M-D)L0 und 008°48.(L+F)FM  

You face a huge building with pillars. The amount of pillars is N  

 

 WP 10: 53° 04.E0(F-A) und 008° 48.(N+A)(K+F)(J+A)  

What was the „job“ of the man after whom a public institution was named here?  

The amount of letters is PQ  

  

WP 11: 53° 04.(Q+F)P(N-M) und 008° 48.(L+A)(P+Q)(N/F)  

How many legs are to be seen at this memorial in total? The amount of legs is R  

 

WP 12: 53° 04.(R+P)AD und 008° 48.RJE  

From here you can see a kind of vase. It has how many handles?  

(Option fort he winter-time: How many lateral surfaces has the darkgreen „winter-coating“ 

you can see from here?) Their amount is S  

 

WP 13: 53° 04.(S+Q)G(R+Q) und 008° 48.Q(E+K)A  

Close to this impressive tree some deers are hidden. How many of them are lying and how 

many are standing?  

The amount of the lying ones is T  

The amount of the standing ones is U  

  



WP 14: 53° 04.(S+M)T(S+U) und 008° 48.(U-T)(L-P)T  

Which association is located here (abbreviation)? The sum of the letters is VW  

 

WP 15: 53°04.(V+B)(W+A)U und 008° 48.(S-U)(V+Q)C  

A light should come on here… One light? No… how many lamps has this lantern? The 

amount of lamps is X  

 

Well done – you almost made it. Have a seat, relax and calculate the final coordinates.  

 

FINAL:  

N53° 0 (G:A) . (N+U) (R-X) (Q*V) 

and  

E08° (B-A) (K+S) . (W*R) (R-P) (X-T) 

Final is a micro only, because I haven’t had the courage for a small. Sorry fort hat. But I 

hope you  

enjoyed your walk, however.  

Please treat final carefully.  

Watch out for muggles while taking and rehiding the cache and remove some meters from 

the location while logging. Thank you. 

 

Hint: fyvtugyl orybj xarr urvtug, gerr gehax 


